Access the tool at [https://apps.research.upenn.edu/](https://apps.research.upenn.edu/)

**View Aggregated Data**

Aggregate data available in Penn systems that report research, including PennERA, RIS and the forthcoming COI and outside activity reporting system

**Selectively Manage Content**

Allow researchers to manage the information and make decisions about what to report to the sponsoring agency

**Add Reportable Activities**

Provide a means for researchers to add reportable activities to their profile for current and future use

**Generate Sponsor Reports**

Produce a report of the information in the correct sponsor format, including options for NIH, NSF, DOD, DOE, USDA, and Generic

*System also stores contracts for outside activities, if provided*

For support related to the tool and associated regulatory requirements, contact Missy Peloso at epeloso@upenn.edu